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From the Editor’s Desk
As I write this Alexa has just told me that the

in the evenings. This set-up had a number of

Prime Minister has announced his timetable

drawbacks, but at least I could take my pick of

for the relaxation of the lockdown rules: the

which TV channel to watch.

current period of lockdown will end on 21st

meetings take place in cyber space in my

June. But as Andrew points out on page 2

house at all hours of the day and night. This

most of us have lived long enough to realize

has resulted in a cataclysmic reorganization

that things seldom work out as we wish or

of the way we do things at Jagger Towers.

imagine.

But now,

Of late I have been helping Derek Hole

Angela and I have had our first dose of

put together a selection from the several

the AZ vaccine and are due to have our

hundred Funeral Addresses that he has

second dose at the beginning of April.

delivered in the last 40 years or so.

So

The

hopefully by the middle of June we shall be

resulting book should hit the press in the next

able to travel about to visit family and friends

few weeks. See page 5 for further details.

and catch up on all their doings. And, indeed,
family and friends will be able to visit us.

I began my spell as editor of The Shell
in the Spring of 2019, so this is my ninth

I suspect that many of you reading this

edition. Because of increasing antiquity and

have mastered the intricacies of Zoom and

the pressure of other labours, the time has

have been able to keep in touch with what’s

come for me to hand the baton into other

going on around you.

It’s remarkable how

hands starting with the next issue, Summer

many of you have been able to ‘attend’

2021. You, kind readers, have been fulsome

church services, and the various groups

in your appreciation of this magazine, the

which we have at St James.

success of which, if any there be, has been

Before the days of the plague the

very largely due to the quantity and quality of

organisation of the Jagger household was

your contributions which I hope will continue

governed by the many activities with which

to flow into the in-box of my successor in the

Angela

editorial chair.

Leicester

was

involved;

Council

of

Open
Faiths,

University,
Council

of

Christians and Jews, to name but a few, most
of which involved physical meetings, usually

With every good wish.

Graham Jagger
editor@stjamesthegreater.org.uk
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The Vicar writes ...
There’s an old joke, or proverb, which goes, “If

from perfect. Too many people, particularly in

you want to make God laugh, tell him your

Leicester, are exposed to the kind of poverty,

plans.” Even before the last twelve months I

working and living conditions that have left

suspect most of us have lived enough to

them vulnerable to the pandemic, but that in

realize that things seldom work out as we wish

ordinary times blighted lives in ways that were

or imagine. Looking back at what I wrote at

easier to ignore. More positively we have seen

this time in 2020 there is no hint of what was to

that many people unable (or unwilling) to visit

come.

I wrote about debates in the church

church in person appreciate the various forms

over sexuality and climate change, and the

of online worship we have made available.

importance of being welcoming, little imagining

Online house groups and Bible discussion

that within a month we would be compelled to

(and currently the Lent course) have worked

lock our doors.

surprisingly well.

I won’t rehearse all the changes and

In our society we have seen that with a

challenges we have faced this past year, or

little political will and surprisingly little cash

risk speculating as to what we might face in

nearly

the year ahead.

housed, and we can hope that the response to

I have hopes that we will

all

rough-sleepers

widely

will

safely

the

the next few months, especially the return of

people’s belief in the possibility of addressing

worship together, with music and mingling, but

the big problems of life through political and

like you, do not know when that might be.

social intervention. Perhaps even our faith in

not return to exactly the way things were. This

more

be

enjoy some greater measure of normality in

I also hope that in some ways things do

pandemic

can

rekindle

the value of experts, of science and learning
will be buttressed.

is partly because for us to have gone through a

I, and others, have opined (possibly

period like this and not be changed would

tediously) that this year of lockdown has been

betray a strange kind of indifference or tone-

like a year of Lent, normally referring to

deafness to our times – church is not meant to

negative experiences of dulled celebration and

be about escapism, a kind of isolation booth

curtailed pleasures. But Lent is also a season

from reality, but a place and a community

of growth. It is my prayer that through this time

where we can be led and resourced to respond

of grief, uncertainty and disruption, we may

to our times.

grow, as individuals, as a church community,

The other reason I hope things do not
simply revert, is that it is clear “normal” was far

and as part of the wider world.
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Spring Puddings
These recipes are taken from Favourite Food, a cookbook created by the St James Charity
Committee a few years ago. This was the third in a series of such books in the same vein. The
first recipe book was published in 1913 and is a fascinating insight into cookery and eating habits
in the period immediately before The First World War. Does any reader possess a copy?
Banoffee Pie
6oz (180g) digestive biscuits, crushed
3oz (90g) butter
1 large tin condensed milk
2-3 large bananas
8oz (250g) whipping cream
Place the tin of milk in a pan of water. Cover completely and boil for 2 hours, topping up the
boiling water as required. Leave to cool. Melt the butter and mix in the biscuit crumbs. Spread
in a flan dish and cool. Open the tin of condensed milk and cover the crumb base. Slice the
bananas and place all over the toffee. Whip the cream and cover the bananas completely.
Barbara Raven

Sheila’s Pudding
6 ripe nectarines, halved and stoned
4 heaped teaspoons Demerara sugar
1 vanilla pod, scored lengthwise and seeds removed
4½ oz (125g) butter
4½ oz (125g) caster sugar
2 large free range eggs
4½ oz (125g) self-raising flour
Pre-heat the oven to 180oC/350oF/gas mark 4. Put the fruit in a pan with the Demerara sugar,
vanilla seeds and 4 tablespoons of water and simmer for 5 minutes. Place in an ovenproof dish
that has been greased and lightly floured. Beat together the butter, caster sugar and eggs until
light and fluffy. Add the flour, mix thoroughly and spread over the nectarines. Bake in the preheated oven for 45 minutes. Serve with hot custard, vanilla ice cream or crème fraiche.
This is a variation of the classic Eve’s pudding which uses stewed apples. Here any fruit can be
used – try rhubarb with almonds, plumbs or apricots.
Cherry Fulloway
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A Covid-19 Christmas
Tricia Dean writes ...
So, how do you celebrate Christmas in the
midst of a pandemic? For the first time since
we moved to Lutterworth, nearly nine years
previously, we were expecting to spend it at
home, rather than joining a family gathering in
the West Midlands. Some might have seen
that as a disappointment, but we chose to view
it as an opportunity to join our new Church
friends in whatever activities our Ministry Team
had been permitted to organise.
The
consolation prize, so far as spending time with
some of our immediate family was concerned,
was going to be joining them for the day on
Christmas Eve, with lunch for a group of six,
followed by some socially distanced carol
singing in the front gardens of several
housebound
elderly
members
of
the
community.

Our Ministry Team had decided to
gamble on the weather conditions and applied
for a temporary faculty to erect a stage on a
grassy area in the churchyard, where the
ancient headstones were sparsely distributed.
Multiple Carol Services were planned, as well
as the traditional Crib Service, a Service to
Remember and Midnight Mass.
Online
booking ensured that numbers of attendees
could be controlled, thus maintaining social
distancing.
Meanwhile, the pandemic flexed its
muscles once more and, in response, the
Government’s restrictions tightened.
Our
Christmas Eve visit was cancelled, but there
was a different consolation prize in store. Our
elder son, Anthony, and our granddaughter,
Abigail, have joined the choir at St Mary’s, Old
Swinford and we were invited to attend its
Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols on the
Sunday before Christmas. Paul was invited to
join the choir ‘for one night only’ in honour of
the fact that Abigail had been chosen to sing

the solo verse of ‘Once in Royal David’s City
…’. Having exchanged Christmas presents in
the car park, we went our separate ways, Paul
to create a three-generation participation in the
choir and me to join a family contingent in the
box pews – three grandparents, mother and
brother to the soloist. What a wonderful
reminder of Christmases past!
Back in Lutterworth, Paul and I attended
one of the open-air Carol Services and
Midnight Mass. Both occasions were bitingly
cold, but thankfully, dry overhead.
The
churchyard trees had been festooned with
strings of lights and ornaments created by
various groups in the town, including the
schools. A local café served mulled wine and
hot chocolate. The musicians blew up a storm,
but no one complained about the noise. The
bonhomie was tremendous, and the general
opinion was that we should do this more often!
So, what of Christmas Day itself? We
had decorated the house, with the Christmas
tree baubles including many with sentimental
significance, accumulated down the years. We
had bought the same range of provisions as
usual, but in smaller quantities. I had baked a
cake, mince pies and sausage rolls. We had
asked the butcher for the smallest turkey in the
shop and I had followed my mother’s recipe to
prepare its accompanying herb stuffing. On
Christmas Eve, several hours were devoted to
preparing all the vegetables in advance, so as
to avoid any ‘dirty work’ on Christmas Day. I
had chosen a new recipe for an orange and
ginger cake trifle to complement the Christmas
pudding.
At mid-day, our guests, all Church
friends, arrived: a married couple, both in their
80s, who live a few houses along from us, and
a bachelor, who would have spent the day
alone, having been prevented from joining his
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siblings in the south of England.
They
brought liquid gifts, which lubricated the lunch
effectively! We had set up and decorated the
dining table in the conservatory, so as to
maintain social distancing while we ate. The
afternoon passed in pleasant conversation
and enjoyable feasting, before the light
started failing and everyone felt it wise to
leave for home before they fell asleep, having
consumed more than ‘an elegant sufficiency’,
as my grandfather would have described it!
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So, how do you celebrate Christmas in
the midst of a pandemic?
Differently,
certainly, but still enjoyably. It served to
remind us, if it were necessary, that human
relationships are far more important than
pomp and circumstance.
We shall look
forward to re-joining the family camaraderie of
future Christmases, but there were aspects of
this exceptional festive season that we shall
treasure and, hopefully, weave into future
celebrations.

Soon to be published ...
Fellow Citizens of Heaven
The 30th May 1973 saw the induction and collation of the
Reverend Derek Norman Hole to the Benefice of St
James the Greater, Leicester. He remained vicar until
1992 when, on 13 September, he was installed as
Provost of Leicester – a post he held for seven years.
During his time in Leicester Derek delivered the Address
at over 200 funerals. This book contains 50 of these.
Not only do they brilliantly illuminate Derek’s spirituality,
but also shed a penetrating light on the social scene of
late 20th and early 21st century Leicester. Past and
present members of the St James community who read
this book will have their fond memories of those now
departed rekindled and future historians of Leicester will
find this volume a valuable source for their further
researches.
It is expected that this 195-page book will be published within the next few weeks. As soon as
copies become available ordering details will appear on the weekly news sheet and on the
church website. The cost is likely to be about £12.50 and Derek has asked that all profits
should go to the Friends of St James.
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Church Tour
A series of articles about significant features of the church — No. 4
The insides of many medieval churches were decorated with wall paintings which told in pictures
stories from the Bible, an important function when most people could not read and where the
language of the Bible was Latin. Over the centuries these paintings were defaced and lost.
From time to time though, perhaps during church restorations, examples of such paintings are
rediscovered and often restored. In recent times, perhaps since the Oxford Movement in the
nineteenth century, new wall paintings have begun to appear in some of our churches. The
church of St James the Greater is adorned with a number of wall paintings (murals) both in the
Sanctuary and the Lady Chapel. Can you say what stories these paintings are telling?

This mural on the north (organ) side of the
sanctuary apse shows James being called
along with his brother John, to leave his
father, who is in the boat repairing fishing
nets, to follow Jesus who beckons to him.
Peter and his brother Andrew, also former
Galilean fisherman, look on.

The mural on the south side depicts the
scene of James’s martyrdom with a cruel
King Herod Agrippa looking on attended by a
spear bearing negro slave. A mysterious
figure kneels alongside James in prayer,
almost certainly the accuser of James, who
was so moved by the constancy and courage
which James showed at his trial that he too
became a Christian and was condemned to
be beheaded.

When the church was first built the walls in the sanctuary were covered with dark blue curtains.
In 1936 the decision was taken to beautify this area. A handsome donation from Mr and Mrs F
H Briggs paid for the handsome reredos, and a legacy from Mrs Annie Raven of Wynstead,
Knighton Grange Road, paid for the paintings. These were executed by Diana Goddard, the
daughter or Henry Langton Goddard, the architect of the building. The reredos was dedicated
on 29 September 1937 and the sanctuary murals on 6 March 1938. The murals in the Lady
Chapel, again by Diana Goddard, were not completed until 1947.
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The Squares of Leicester: 2
- Town Hall Square
Paul Jenkins writes ...
Until about 1870 Leicester council met at the Guildhall as its Town Hall. At that time, it was
decided that the Guildhall was too small for the activities of the council and a competition was
announced to produce a design for a new Town Hall on the old cattle market site in the centre of
Leicester.

The winning plan was produced by Leicester architect Francis J. Hames who

proposed a modern Queen Anne design. Work began in 1874 and the building was completed
in 1876. The new Town Hall provided space for the Council Chamber and offices, law courts, the
school board and 30 lamplighters. The Borough Police were accommodated in the basement
which was fitted out with 13 cells and the Fire Brigade Station was in an adjacent building.

Mayor Alderman William Barfoot opened the building in a ceremony on the 7 th of August 1876.
The event began with the Magistrates and Council members ‘taking a regretful leave of their
ancient and time-honoured place of meeting at The Guildhall.’ When the proceedings were
complete a banquet was held in the Corn Exchange for 400 important gentlemen of the borough
and county. There is no mention of what the wives of the esteemed gentlemen were doing

during the banquet! Many people attended the event as it was a bank holiday. A public
celebration with bands and fireworks took place at the Racecourse, then on Victoria Park.

8
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Town Hall square is immediately in front of the Town Hall. The square was also designed by
Francis J. Hames and the impressive fountain was a gift of Alderman Israel Hart, the first Jewish
Mayor of Leicester. Alderman Hart had a leading Leicester tailoring business and he pioneered
the manufacturing of ready-made men’s suits. There is an identical fountain in the city of Porto,
Portugal.

Town Hall Square has been a place for events since it was first built. The coronation and death
of monarchs has been marked, armistice, sporting victories and political demonstrations.
Greetings for the festivals on the front of the town hall reflect the diverse population of Leicester:
Merry Christmas, Happy Diwali, Eid Mubarak, Vaisakhi Greetings, Happy New Year. Town Hall
Square will always be at the beating heart of our city.

Spring Quiz
What flowers do these phrases suggest?
Answers on page 10
1. Please remember me

6. Vehicle State

11. Lage reptile in America

2. Cunning animal’s hand warmer 7. Bill sounds like a nice fellow

12. Metal container in open water

3. Bovine error

8. Industrious Queen

13. White cooking powder

4. Richly Wed

9. Receptacle for Dairy

14. Got up

5. Sad ringer

10. One in the eye

15. Christmas girl with German wine
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Karl Barth 1886 – 1968
“Jesus does not give recipes that show the way to
God as other teachers of religion do. He is himself
the way.”
“Theology is done with the Bible in one hand and the
newspaper in the other.”
Karl Barth was born in Basel, Switzerland, in

Professor

1886 and from 1904 to 1909 studied in Bern

University, before moving to Bonn in 1930 as

and Berlin.

chair of Systematic Theology. In 1933 there

He was influenced by liberal

a

of

Nazi

Reformed

of

the

was

inner morality, of good people, in their local

Evangelical Church together with all the

congregations, who sought nothing more than

Protestant churches in Germany. Karl became

personal transformation, they respected the

an early leader in “the Confessing Church” and

state and did not cause trouble. He took up a

an

pastoral position in a working-class area of

Christians and their Nationalism. Although he

Safenwil, Switzerland, in 1911 where he

did not refuse to give an oath of loyalty, he did

worked with the Social Democratic Party, and,

ask that his oath be qualified in such a way

abandoning theological liberalism, earned the

that he would swear allegiance to the Führer

nickname “The Red Pastor of Safenwil” for his

“only

outspoken advocacy of democratic socialism.

Evangelical Christian.”

protestor against

within

my

the

at

theology – that is, Christianity was a religion of

active

take-over

Theology

the

responsibilities

German

German

as

an

His proposal was

On the day war was declared between

presented to the appropriate officials but was

Britain and Germany, Kaiser Wilhelm II gave a

turned down and his position as professor was

speech in which he made the moral case for

suspended.

Germany going to war.

sentenced, dismissed from his post, and

Many theologians

He was tried, found guilty,

publicly supported the war policy and most

deported under police escort in 1935.

German Christians acquiesced.

Barth later

protest was the most significant and influential

wrote “In despair over what this indicated

protest made by a Christian theologian from

about the signs of the time I suddenly realised

within Nazi Germany during the period of Nazi

that I could not any longer follow either their

Germany’s rise to power and very few, apart

ethics and dogmatics, or their understanding of

from Dietrich Bonhoeffer, spoke out so firmly.

the Bible.”
religion

of

He realised how the individual
good,

non-trouble

This

His native Basel offered him a chair in

causing,

Theology and from there he continued to

Christians was easily diverted into supporting a

champion the causes of the Confessing

war.

Church, the Jews, and oppressed people

After the first World War, Barth went to
Göttingen, Germany, to become Honorary

everywhere.

He made regular visits to the

Basel prison, and his sermons to prisoners,
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“Deliverance to the Captives”, reflected a

America and he featured on the cover of Time

combination of evangelical passion and social

magazine on April 20, 1962. Though his later

concern that characterised his whole life.

years were relatively quiet, Barth remains the

Karl Barth wrote and published many

most important theologian of the twentieth

books and essays; major publications include

century.

“Epistle to the Romans”, “Epistle to the

evangelical, and Catholic – how to continue to

Philippians” and, his largest work, “Church

take the Bible seriously, and no name has

Dogmatics”.

been quoted more freely by both Protestants

World

War

II

halted

the

translation of his works into English and so his
most important work – the Church Dogmatics

He showed Christians – mainline,

and Roman Catholics.

Pope Pius XII said

Barth was “the greatest theologian since

– was not accessible to the English-speaking

Thomas Aquinas”, and he has also been

world before the 1950s.

described as “the great Church Father of

His son, who was Professor of New
Testament Theology at the University of

Evangelical Christendom”.
Courtesy of Dorothy Lusmore

Chicago, invited him to a lecture tour across

Flower phrases – Answers
1. Please remember me
2. Cunning animal’s hand warmer
3. Bovine error
4. Richly Wed
5. Sad ringer
6. Vehicle state
7. Bill sounds like a nice fellow
8. Industrious Queen
9. Receptacle for Dairy
10. One in the eye
11. Large reptile in America
12. Metal container in open water
13. White cooking powder
14. Got up
15. Christmas girl with German wine

Forget-me-not
Foxglove
Cowslip
Marigold
Bluebell
Carnation
Sweet William
Busy Lizzie
Buttercup
Iris
Crocus
Pansy
Cornflower
Rose
Hollyhock
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Polly Taylor shares a few thoughts on the things that
remind her of church

Obviously, as you can see from the photo, I
celebrate

Harvest

Festival

every

Friday when the veg box turns up.
Being one of the extremely clinically
vulnerable I was fortunate enough to be
offered

the

vaccine

at

the

end

of

January. Oh, the excitement! On arrival at
the centre I had my temperature taken with
one of those thermometer ‘guns’ which was
reminiscent of having an ash cross put on
my forehead on Ash Wednesday. This was
followed by holding my hands out while a
shot of hand sanitizer was squooshed onto
them – definitely the closest I’ve got to

Communion in a long time.
I’ve been ringing the Church of
England Daily Hope Line occasionally and
found

the

hymn

line

is

a

good

accompaniment to housework. Take it from
me, belting out ‘Guide Me O Thou Great
Redeemer’ whilst perched precariously on the draining board cleaning the kitchen window is a
surprisingly uplifting experience. And don't forget, cleanliness is next to Godliness!
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A North Atlantic Bubble
Angela Jagger writes ...
The taxi drove onto the dockside in Montréal.
The driver took one look at the Roonagh
Head, turned to me and said, ‘You’re not going
across the Atlantic in that are you?’ But I was.
He helped me out and carried my trunk up the
gangplank to the ship that was to be my home
for the next fourteen days. As I climbed on
board, I asked a seaman working on the deck,
‘When do you think we will leave?’ I expected
an answer something like, ‘In a couple of
hours.’ But what I got was, ‘Probably on
Friday’. It was then Tuesday morning! And so
I got used to the idea that time at sea was not
always what you expected. In fact we left on
Thursday afternoon.
I was on my way back from Canada,
where I had been a student for the last year, to
the UK where in a few weeks’ time I was due
both to start a new job and to get married.
Thus it was a key time of transition for me and
the two weeks on board ship felt like a bubble,
insulated from the rest of the world. In this
present time of lockdown and talk of bubbles
many of us may feel we are in a time of
transition from the old to the new. And many
of us may have times in the past that were
similarly ‘bubbles’. Here is an account of one
such from my own experience, but you may
have your own.
I had chosen to make my journey by
cargo boat as this was by far the cheapest
way of getting both me and my very heavy
trunk across the Atlantic. Now, in the days of
cheap air travel and expensive cruises, this
may sound unlikely, but things were very
different then. It was July 23, 1968. The
Roonagh Head was by then quite an old cargo
boat built before the days of containerships,
but containers were making their mark and
she had a number strapped to her deck, above
the cargo hold. Unladen she weighed 9000
tonnes, laden 13,000. She was one of a fleet
of ships in the Head Line, out of Belfast, which
regularly plied the route between the Great
Lakes and Belfast or sometimes Liverpool. As

well as cargo there was space on board for
twelve passengers.
I had originally booked on a sistership
the Carrigan Head which was due to leave
about a week later. But there had been a 24day strike on the Saint Lawrence Seaway by
workers who controlled the locks etc. so
shipping had come to a full stop. You can
imagine I had been getting anxious as I was
due to be back in the UK to start work at the
beginning of September with our wedding
fixed for September 14th, but then suddenly
on July 15th the strike was lifted and I received
a phone call asking if I would mind changing
ships. The Carrigan Head was running three
weeks late so could I transfer to the Roonagh
Head which was due to leave a week earlier
than my original date? I rapidly accepted and
rushed to change all my plans. I managed to
make it on time, or at least on the day I had
been told, even if it was not the actual date of
departure!
Soon after boarding I met the captain, a
small dapper man, whom I came to realise ran
a very tight ship and was widely both liked and
respected. Along with my fellow passengers I
filled in a form consenting to keep to the
conditions of voyage. With a twinkle in his eye
the captain said to us, ‘I can never understand
why people sign these forms.
You are
agreeing to disembark at the first port of call,
and it is quite possible we might unexpectedly
get diverted to South America and then I
would have to leave you there!’
The twelve passengers were a mixed
bunch. Meals were taken together at tables in
the dining room along with the officers.
Officers, passengers and crew all ate the
same food, the difference was passengers and
officers were waited on at table by a steward.
As my uncle had served in the Merchant Navy
as a steward for most of the 1930s and 40s, I
felt I was getting a bit of a glimpse of what life
must have been like for him, but of course
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things would have been very different in the
war.
Among the passengers were an
American couple with a young family, a retired
couple – the husband originally from Northern
Ireland taking his Canadian wife of 40 years to
see his home country for the first time, a young
man off to take a new job, a retired employee
of Canadian Club Whiskey (who was keen to
treat his fellow passengers at the bar, with its
genuinely duty free discounts, to his preferred
drink), and perhaps most interesting two
English retired teachers, spinsters, who had
taken a whole year to circumnavigate the world
transferring from one tramp steamer to
another. I imagine this would not be possible
today.
The day after we set sail, I discovered it
was OK to go onto the bridge. At first, I just
went up for a few minutes but as time
progressed, I found myself taking increasingly
long breaks there.
To follow what was
happening was fascinating. And it was by far
the best place to get an all-round view. I also
dropped into the radio room occasionally and
chatted to the Sparks. I remember asking him
about the clock on the wall. Two segments of
three minutes, half an hour apart, were
blocked out in red. He explained that every
half hour every ship in the world was expected
to keep radio silence for these minutes. The
radio operators were expected to listen for
possible Mayday signals from ships in distress.
This was clearly taken very seriously, and I
understood there were penalties for any
operator who did not obey the rules. Everyone
knew that one day their lives might depend on
someone listening for their signal. The one
part of the ship that I really wanted to go to but
did not succeed, in was the engine room. The
chief engineer had a reputation for being quite
superstitious and it was clearly asking for
trouble, as far as he was concerned, for
anyone who was not a member of the crew,
and particularly a woman, to go down and look
at his precious engines. However, between
the bridge, the radio room, my cabin, the deck
and the passenger common room there was
plenty to do. I had brought work with me but
hardly looked at it.
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‘Saguenay, Saguenay, Saguenay …
Roonagh Head, Roonagh Head, Roonagh
Head’ – the rasping voice of the pilot on the
ship-to-shore radio, seeking to make contact
with the harbourmaster at Port Arthur to
request a tug, rang out over the bridge.
We had sailed from Montréal up the
Saint Lawrence, passing among other places
through Québec City where the river was
overlooked by the Heights of Abraham topped
by the iconic hotel, the Fairmont Le Château
Frontenac. We then turned off making our
way up the Saguenay River, a tributary of the
Saint Lawrence, to pick up a load at Port
Alfred, known for its logging and papermills.
The Saguenay was narrower at first than the
Saint Lawrence with steep tree encrusted
sides reminiscent of some parts of the Rhine
or Norwegian fjords, widening out as we
neared the port. We had taken on a pilot to
guide us into the port. I learned that when the
pilot is on board, it is he who is in control of the
ship not the captain. There was a problem,
however. This particular pilot was perhaps
having a bad day and was impatient to
complete his task. He decided not to wait for
the tug as he thought he could guide the ship
into the port under her own steam. As we
approached the dockside, however, the angle
was not quite right and there was a loud
crashing sound. Fortunately the Roonagh
Head was unscathed, but as I looked over the
side, I could see a couple of the huge bollards
which acted as buffers between ship and
dockside were significantly depleted as the
ship had scraped along them.

However all seemed well otherwise, and
I managed to leave the ship for a couple of
hours to wander around the town. I went in
search of the post office to send a telegram
home to Graham to say when roughly I would
be arriving in the UK, timing so far having been
very unpredictable. However, my French was
very rusty and my understanding of Canadian
French even worse. I did eventually find the
post office, only to discover that in Canada it
was not the post office you went to send a
telegram but a separate telegraph office, which
I did not have time to get to. A fellow
passenger suggested I would be much safer
sending a cable from the ship itself, which I
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accordingly did.

As we were getting ready to leave
harbour with the newly loaded giant rolls of
paper destined to become newsprint, the
captain approached me and suggested
tactfully that it would be better if I did not come
up to the bridge again until after the pilot had
left. There was obviously embarrassment all
round at the incident he had caused, and I
suspect the captain was relieved once he
regained command of his ship.
The shortest route from the St
Lawrence to Belfast is via a shipping lane that
begins at the Straits of Belle Isle at the mouth
of the Saint Lawrence. We sailed through the
straits between Labrador and Newfoundland.
The river gradually widened until all we could
see on the horizon was the intermittent light
from the Belle Isle Lighthouse. We were at
last truly in the Atlantic. The next lighthouse
would be in Ireland at Inishowen Head in
County Donegal, six days away.
It was during those six days out of sight
of land that I truly felt I was in a bubble, and
paradoxically in stasis. We were making
steady progress but the only movement that I
could feel was the regular up-and-down
movement of the ship, buffeted for several
days by a Force 7 to 8 gale. I could see
nothing on the horizon to get my bearings and
give a sense of movement forward. Yet
moving we were, and I watched the second
mate slowly plot our course on the chart as we
progressed across the Atlantic. Only two
events broke up that time. At breakfast on the
first day into the Atlantic we were told that we
had passed very close to an iceberg in the
night. I said what a pity it was that I hadn’t
seen it and was told that in fact no one on
board had seen it. It was not observed by the
lookout and had not shown up on the radar
(which could apparently happen if the surface
of the berg was at a certain angle). We only
knew about it through a message from another
ship. ‘It’s the ones you don’t see that are the
dangerous ones!’ remarked one of the officers.
The second event was the emergence
slowly from the mist behind us of a passenger
ship. She clearly had more speed than we
did, though not a huge amount, and she slowly
overtook us on the starboard side. There was
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much jeering from members of the crew as
she passed, at what they clearly saw to be a
vessel dedicated to those from a different
echelon of society.
The wind and rain, with the consequent
rise and fall of the ship, seemed relentless,
and then suddenly a couple of days out of
Belfast I woke to feel there was no movement
in the ship, only the sound of the engine.
There was light in my cabin too and I looked
out of the porthole to see the sun shining
across the sea which was like the proverbial
millpond. Had I not seen it with my own eyes I
don’t think I could have believed that the
ocean could be so calm and the surface of the
water so smooth. Ever since then whenever I
hear the story of Jesus calming the storm, I
remember that time with the dramatic contrast
between the fierce storm that had enveloped
us for the first few days and the sudden calm.
The captain called me to warn me that I
needed to be careful what I got up to in my
cabin that day and not to be surprised if I
found someone looking through the porthole
from the outside. It was the custom on every
voyage for the outside of the ship to be
painted as a protection against the weather
and the salt of the sea, so a couple of men,
taking advantage of the change in weather,
dangling from ropes undertook the task.
The next day I was on the bridge and a
message came through asking me to go as
quickly as possible to the radio room. Graham
had booked a call from shore-to-ship and it
was the first time we had spoken for many
months. I couldn’t quite get the hang of
pressing the button and saying ‘Over’ but we
managed to communicate enough for me to
say roughly when I will be getting into Belfast
and I would be on the overnight ferry from
Belfast to Liverpool.
I never did get to see the lighthouse at
Inishowan Head as when I woke up the next
day we were already chugging past the coast
of Northern Ireland, and I appreciated for the
first time why Ireland was called the Emerald
Isle. The hills and fields seemed to be
uniformly painted a bright green. The crew
were anxious to be home and at one point the
second mate sounded the foghorn. We were
passing his house and he was letting his wife
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know that he would soon be home. He was
clearly disappointed when she didn’t come out
to wave.
Eventually we sailed into Belfast
harbour and bidding farewell to the ship and
my companions for the last two weeks, I found
a porter to help me with my trunk. I managed
to find a left luggage store leaving me free to
spend a few hours discovering the centre of
Belfast for the first time. I caught the night
ferry as planned and sitting in a chair on deck
watched the lights of the Isle of Man slip by as
we passed in the night. No sooner had I
disembarked in Liverpool docks than I saw
Graham coming towards me. We bundled the
trunk plus a carton that contained my wedding
dress into his Hillman Husky van and set off to
Newton-le-Willows where our home would be
for the next eighteen months.
Such is one tale of transition for me.
For two weeks I was in a completely different
world moving from the past to the future. I
can’t say I spent much time consciously
reflecting on that change, but it was very
important to have the space in which to make
the transition. Such periods of withdrawal from
the everyday world and return to it can be of
great significance. As I was writing this, I
came across an article in a newspaper on the
effects of living in lockdown on a number of
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people, particularly young people. Rather than
the play on anxieties which has marked so
much of the commentary at the present, the
article indicated how much a change can be
for the positive. Examples were given of
people who had changed their career
intentions. One girl hearing about the way
engineers using their innovative skills had
made a big difference in the production of PPE
or ventilation machines, decided to change
track and apply to university for engineering
training. Others with very mundane jobs found
themselves drawn to the caring professions,
one was really impressed by the way the front
line staff were prepared to put their own lives
on the line for the sake of others. The ‘clap for
carers’ had made her realise that rather than a
low-grade role this was something worth
dedicating her life to. We may not all be at that
kind of transition in our lives, but we can be
sure that the future will be different from the
past, and something to look forward to with
hope.
If you want to get something more of an
impression of life on a ship of the Head Line
you can find a short documentary on You Tube
about the Carrigan Head built in 1967. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3bNMQJHV0W0
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Calendar of Services and Events
The dates and times of the services given below are dependent on
the COVID-19 regulations currently in force. For up-to-date
information see the weekly newssheet on the website
www.stjamesthegreater.org.uk which is updated every Friday.
Normally services will be recorded/streamed to YouTube.
The St James’ tradition of donating commemorative flowers will
resume as soon as circumstances allow.

What’s on …
The following regular events are temporarily suspended until the
current COVID-19 lockdown is lifted.
Sundays

Sunday Club in school term time
Contact: Church Office

10.30

Hall

Sunday

Coffee Organiser: Liz Turner

Thursdays

St James’s Singers
Director: Michael Rule

19.30
alternate
Thursdays

Ashman Music Room

Fridays

Boys’ and Girls’ Choir Practice
Full Choir Practice
Director: Matthew Haynes

18.00
19.30

Ashman Music Room

Hall

Who’s who …
Churchwardens

Simon Edwards

Phil Jones

Deputy Wardens

Janet Burton
Paul Jenkins

David Kibert
April Rule

PCC Secretary

Phil Jones

office@stjamesthegreater.org.uk

Treasurer

Alastair Jackson

office@stjamesthegreater.org.uk

Director of Music

Matthew Haynes

dom@stjamesthegreater.org.uk

Organist and Associate
Director of Music

Michael Rule

organist@stjamesthegreater.org.uk

Flower Guild Coordinator

Julia Walker

Parish Safeguarding Officer Vicky Roe

pastoral.assistant@stjamesthegreater.org.uk
0116 255 2108

Head Server

Emma-Jane Hunt

ej_finn00@hotmail.com

The Shell Editor

Graham Jagger

editor@stjamesthegreater.org.uk

Friends of St James

Keith Vaughan

friends@stjamesthegreater.org.uk

Bldg Services Coordinator

Tony Chizema

bsc@stjamesthegreater.org.uk
07852 161337

